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Hundreds of children and
their parents showed up in costume Oct. 27 for some early trick
or treating, Greek-style. Greek
Park Dr. was closed to traffic to
accommodate the Trick or Treat
on Greek Street event sponsored
by UCF fraternities and sororities.
. This event was seen by many.
parents as an opportunity for their
children to trick or treat and have
fun in a safe environment.
"It's just too dangerous to.
let your kids trick or treat door to
door or unsupervised ... At least
here I know they'll be safe and it's
,,

for a good cause," said Karen Taylor, a mother of three from Orlando.
Children were admitted for
a donation of $2 or more, and participated in games like musical
chairs, bobbing for apples and a
Jack-0-Lantern toss. The Kappa
Sigma house was turned into a
haunted house,, and Sigma Alpha
Epsilon hosted a costume contest.
Candy, sandwiches and pizza
were given out at all houses, and
local radio station WOMX-FM
105.1 handed out prizes.
Proceeds from Trick or Treat
on Greek Street benefit the Crisis
Nursery of Greater Orlando.
The Crisis Nursery was
started by the Junior League of

WomeninGreaterOrlandoin 1991
to provide residential care for chi 1dren of families in crisis. Children
can stay in the home for a maximum of seven days in the event
that a parent is hospitalized, or if an
abused spouse needs a safe place to
bring his or her children while he or
she seeks help. The children are not
always the victims of abuse; rather,
they are in need of a temporary
home. In recent years the Crisis
Nursery has had to turn away over
500 children because they dq not
have adequate facilities or resources
to meet the children's special needs.
"Right now, they are trying to
build a new house, and that is what
we are trying to help them do
[through the funds raised at this

by ABBEY MORRO"'.

t

Asst. news editor

Trick or treating fun
is in the bag at
Halloween
Horror Nights
at Universal Studios

•

A blob of paint goes whizzing through the air in a colorful
arc and splatters, leaving the
artist's permanent mark on an otherwise vacant canvas.
With the rebirth of the Arts
Alliance at UCF, there is something for artists and non-artists
alike.
"We promote the arts on
campus and in the community,"
said Terry Phelan, a transfer student with· a graphic arts major
pending. "Anyone can join. It's
about what everyone wants to do."
Art happens, and at any
point on the green the Arts Alliance may be hosting an "Art Happening." Students are encouraged
to express themselves through a
variety of visual medium, ranging
from paint supplies to ballpoint
pens.
The Alliance has several
activities lined up for the remainder of the semester, including an
outing to the Ringling Museum in
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event]," said Heather Wojtowicz,
Kappa Delta rr ember.
Participants in the event enjoyed the hauntingly good food and
fun offered by the Greeks.
"My mom won't let me go
trick or treating on my block, but I
had more fun doing this anyway arn;l
the candy is better," said Stephanie
Kramer, age nine .

New campus a·11iance
proves state of the art ,

•

•
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·Greeks put on spooktacular time for local kids
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SERVING THE UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA SINCE
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Sarasota on Nov. 9, and a day of
body painting on the beach.
Plans for a sidewalk art festival later in the semester are currently in the planning stages.
The Arts Alliance meets
Wednesdays at 2:30 p.m., in the
Visual Arts Building, room 213.
The $10 member fee pays for art
supplies and prizes in raffles .for
members. Currently, there are 35
members.
According to Rob Good, director of public relations, the Arts
Alliance perceives itself as, "an
organization for the promotion of
the arts among students and faculty, as well as the entire community."
Two service projects the Arts
Alliance is involved with are the
Partners in Art for Visual Education (PAVE), and helping out with
exhibits in the Gallery in the Visual Arts Building.
. "We want to get the entire
community involved in the spirit
of the arts and serve both the artists
and non-artists on campus," said
Good .

SAP program rewards faculty, students' ideas
•
•

•
•

by OMAR DAJANI
Staff writer

The Golden Knights
return to the Citrus
Bowl to tackle the
Illinois State Redbirds
for Homecoming 1996.
The Golden Knights
hope the return to the
Citrus Bowl means a
return to the victory
column as well.
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Some say ideas and suggestions are worth a dime a dozen, but
on campus they may translate into
prizes and gifts for the suggestor
if the idea is adopted and implemented. If a faculty or staff member can help make or save the
university money, he or she can
end up with a cash award of up to
$25,000.
Since its inception in Dec.
1989, over 533 suggestions have
been processed through the Suggestions Awards Program (SAP),
saving UCF $1.2 million and
awarding a total of $33,400 to 20
faculty and staff members .
"UCF has the largest participation rate among Florida's
state universities," said Laurie

Bennett, Employee Recognition
Programs representative and coordinator of SAP at the Human Resources Department, referring to a
survey she recently conducted that
compared SAP to 10 other state
universities.
Until recently, most suggestions have come from faculty and
staff.
UCF Spirit Day was a suggestio_n conceived through SAP,
and an idea UCF President John
Hitt has implemented through his
office.
The suggestion that saved the
university the most money was
proposed by Ed Hindle and Kay
West, from the Business Services
Office of the Administration and
Finance Division. By suggesting
to use one vendor to service and
supply the copiers on campus, _

"

UCF has the
largest
participation rate
among Florida's
State UniVersititeS.
-Laurie Bennett
SAP Coordinator
"
Hindle and West have saved UCF
almost $400,000 since 1992. They
split a cash award of $12,879.
Maintenance mechanic Roy
Pope, from the UCFPhysical Plant,
suggested using lower wattage
tube light in offices and classrooms across campus. He has
saved the university over $95,000

since 1993, and received a check
for $4, 766.
Although most ideas have
been submitted by faculty and
staff, according to Bennett more
students are beginning to submit
ideas of their own.
Education major Jill Painter~ 19,hassubmitted 14ideas
in the past month. Working in the
information booth near the main
entrance to the Administration
Building, Painter has had many
ideas have come from inquiries.
"I often have people coming up to me, asking me what time
it is," said Painter. "I suggested
putting a clock in the administration building."
Another suggestion Painter
submitted could save the univer-

see SAP, page 3

Visit the Central Florida Future in cyber space at http://www.gdi.net/ cff/ cff.html
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TriCk
or treating safety tips. for a ghoulishly good time
•

•

by MICHELLE ABRAM

Staff writer

Witches stir their brew,
ghosts and goblins haunt houses
and jac;k-o-lanterns are aglow.
The fun and exciting holiday, Halloween, is finally here.
Halloween is a holiday celebrated by many, including the
young and the young at heart.
Halloween is also a night where
many unwanted tragedies occur,

•

•
•

some due to a lack of personal
safety.
Keeping safe on Halloween
night is very important, it could
save your life or someone else' s.
Sergeant Tom Gorbas. UCF
Police Department Crime Prevention Coordinator, has prepared a
list of Halloween Safety Tips for
the UCF community. Please share
them with your family, friends and
coworkers:
•Plan to trick-or-treat when

it is still light outside.
.
• Plan your trick-or-treat
route and the time you expect to
return home with your family and
friends ahead of time.
• Plan to trick-or-treat on
well-lighted streets.
•Plan for children to trickor-treat with a responsible adult.
Also, have children join a group of
friends.
•Use the "Buddy System".
(Remember: there is always safety

Students' ideas result
in trip to prize closet

•

•

from SAP, page 1
sity inoney.
"Instead of giving out maps
... I suggested thatdirection stands
be put up in different places around
the university," she said.
But if her idea is adopted,
and consequently, saves the university money, she will not be
eligible for a cash award, per the
rules of SAP as stated by the
Florida legislature.
Painter said she is not di sap~
pointed she submitted her ideas to
make things convenient for others, not knowing that the SAP program even existed.
One particular suggestion
Painter feels a sense of urgency
about is the lack of special telephones for the deaf and disabled.
This idea and others are going through the different stages of

•

•

•

evaluation and scrutiny required
before a suggestion gets implemented. For every executed idea,
Painter will receive a gift from a
catalog that includes backpacks
and portable radios. The department implementing the suggestion will pay for her prize.
Bennett wants more students
like Painter to turn in ideas that
will improve the university.
"qur goal in the spring semester is to start going to classrooms and passing out fliers and
brochures. We're trying to get
something in the UCF catalog
about the program," she said.
Additionally, Bennett said
that one day students might be.
eligible for cash rewards as a result of programs implemented· by
SAP.
"It's in the works," she said
witho~t elaborating.
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SUNDAY & MONDAY

FRIDAY

.t:{,

• NFL Football

•$2.00 pitchers
10:00 - 12:00

• Specials All Night

TUESDAY
• 10-11 :30 p.m. $2 pitchers
•After 11 :30 p.m.
$3.50 pitchers
•$1.50 domestics bottles &
$2:50 imports all night
•DJ White Rose Productions.

SATURDAY
AFTERNOON

THURSDAY (31st)
•DJ White Rose Productions.
•Halloween Party & Best

Costume $100 cash +
Budweiser promotion
come & see
•$3.00 pitchers

All Night!!

#

1

~Off c-

~

n.,.

l. ,tJ l.

112 l"'lf
/J.' a

3910 Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 3282.6
407-275-3052

• College football
• 10 TV's
• 3 satellites
• Specials all day
and night .

PUB SPECIAL

$2.95
CHEESEBURGER
& FRIES
l_W/ THIS COUPON

Cram This!

w;;.

It's time to sink your teeth into something you really like. A delicious
fresh sub or salad from BLIMPIE®. You can choose from seven
different meats, three cheeses, two fresh-baked brea.ds, crispy
veggies - all prepared fresh for the tasti.est made-to-order meals.
Take a study break with BLIMPIE@ today and get instant satisfaction!

· ·A Full Service Florist
Les Stein .

mask does not restrict your ability
to breathe.
•Plan to not let children cat
any candy until a responsible adult
has checked it.
• Plan to teach children to
shout, ''No!" if someone touches
them in a threatening way.
• Immediately report any
such incidents to your local police
department.
• A special holiday remainder: please do not drink and drive.

• ~~~~\-t"Y
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••

in numbers).
• •Plan to carry a quality flashlight. The Halloween toy-type
flashlights are no·t dependable.
• Plan to put retlecti ve tape
on all costumes so you can easily
be seen by traffic.
•Plan to wear a costume that
is comfortable to walk in . Falling
can cause serious injuries.
• Plan to wear a face mask
that allows you to clearly see where
you are going. Make sure the face

All major Credit Cards excepted

Wire Service or Delivery available over phone with Major Credit Card

Wire service to ALL parts of the country
In Business over 9 years
10069 University Boulevard
Orlando, FL 32817
(on the comer of Dean & University, in the Publix shoppin·g Plaza)
wire service excludes discount
delivery service exludes discount

•

•

•

•
~~

•

The "Back in Black" Logo is the property
of the UCF Alumni Association and is not to
be used without the written permisission of
the UCF Alumni Association.
Also the UCF Alumni Association is not
sponsoring any of the even~s being held at
THE FRAT HOUSE or 1:hc 1.&night@ut :flub ..
Call the UCF Alumni Association at
407/UCF-ALUM for information on the events
being held by the Alumni Association

/

-
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12" Sub Sandwich,
·:
~ 22oz. 'Drink and Chips $3.99 .

I
I
I
I
I

:
I

Please present this coupon before ordering NJt valid ;faltered or tiuplicated. One
order per coupon. One coupon per customer per visit. Customer must pay any
sales tax due. r-.bt good in combination with any other offer. Cash value 1/100 of lC.
Offer expires 11/30/96 Offer good at: University Blimpie next to UC7
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Cinema
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Campus Chat Room: What was the strangest thing you ever got while trick or treating?

I received an apple
that someone had
half-dipped in
caramel.

I once got a job
offer on Halloween.

_______ ,,

________ ,,
"-------Victoria Godfrey, ~O
music

Steve Skinner, 23
·music

"

•

. I got an apple, but
I never ate it.

I found a razor
blade in my Blow
Pop.

. .Amy Dur:ran, 19 ',.

Darrel Smith, 22
psychology

··graphif·design
l~ •·• ~Compiled:.~ Ch~stiita Columbus

$~0WCf{<f?OWCf{J

2 tor 1 Greens Fees ,.. bring a lrie~d
on the putting links at Oviedo
good through October

. University Floral & Gift Shoppe is under new
management at the University Palms Shopping Center,
4250 Alafaya Trail, Suite 124; (407) 366-1177

Home of the VCFllVmen'• GolfTeam

PLAY THE ONLY 18 HOLE PAR 72 NATURAL GRASS
CHAMPIONSHIP PUTTING COURSE IN THE U.S.

•

• State of the Art Fully Lighted Practice Facility
•Beautifully Mar_iicured 50 Station All Grass Tee Area

Ruth Banks is the new manager, and B~rnadine Hull
. continues as chief floral designer.
University Floral & Gift Shoppe ·offers a variety of
fresh and silk floral arrangements shipped anywhere in the
United States, as well as a wide assortment
of gifts, specialty baskets and novelty balloons for
all occasions.

. Florida Golf Learning Center :
320 W. Mitchell Hammock Rd.
(Al~faya to Mitchell Hammock, left one block)
Oviedo, FL 32765
(407) 977-1737

1

•

··-------------------·

FUND RAISER
I
I Motivated groups needed to earn $500+ I
. ; promoting AT&T, Discover, gas, and retail;
I cards. Since 1969, we've helped thousandsl
; of groups raise the money they need. Free;
1
CD to qualified callers.
1
I Call Lynn @ (800) 592-2121 ext. 174. I
I

J

·--------------·-·····
NEWS NETWORK
Call The Telephone Hotline Free!

•

381-5401
24 Hours A Day, 7 Days A Week
Campus & Community Events
Nature Trails • Joke of the Day • Biking Trails
Useful Tips & More

•

Information When You Need It From Your Touch Tone Phone

SI-IOES
BELrr'S
&c B~GS

•
Writer's l41lorl.t

AT WAREHOUSE PRICES!
M-F 10-7
SAT. 10-4
SUN. 11-5

Going barefoot is pointless

r------,-------,
10% ·

I
$5.00
I
I
OFF · I
I ANY Purchase I
I $25.00 or MORE I
I With Coupon. Not Valid I
I with any other offer. I
L EXPIERS 11 /30/96 J

OFF
ANY Purchase

$50.00 or MORE
With Coupon. Not Valid
with any other offer.
EXPIERS 11/30/96

------ -------

I
I
I
I
I
I

.J

RESUMES
10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
Editing Services:
Manuscripts, Newsletters,
Marketing Materials, etc.

774-8600
ASHBY SQAURE SHOPPING CENTER

520 West Highway 436, Suite 1158 •Altamonte Springs, Florida 32707

Phone & Fax: (352) 793-8074
E-Mail: I 02703. l 470@Compuserve.com

•
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Hey, if it ma.kes you happy it can't be that bad. Call Ryan at 823-8054
ex. 32 to see how happy you can be as a member of The Future news.

c.

Student has license to
drive, not to drink

•

•

•

A 20-year old male student
was charged with the possession
of alcohol, Oct. 23. An officer
observed the defendant with a can
of Bud Light beer in his hand.
When the defendant showed the
officer his identification, it revealed he was under the legal age
to consume alcoholic beverages .

Failure to stop introduces
student to cop

•

•
•

A 21-y.ear old male was
charged and arrested for DUI, Oct.
23. An officer noticed the defendant run a stop sign. The officer
pulled over the vehicle arid asked
the defendant to step out. The
defendant's movements were slow
and he swayed as he walked. The
officer performed a one leg stand
and a walk and turn test on the
defendant. The defendant was arrested for DUI.

Zeta Tau Alpha parking lot on Oct.
22.
• A UCF parking decal, #D29931 ,
was stolen from the rear window of
a vehicle parked at UCF on Oct. 22.
The decal is valued at $59.
• On Oct. 22, a white male was
exposing himself while standing in
frontofadooroftheCREOL building.
• It was reported on Oct. 22 that an

Alteg Lansing computer subwoofer,
model #ACS31, and· wire connectors were stolen from the UCF Police Department. The estimated
value of the stolen property is $109.

I

'!
Ii
!
i

• On Oct. 22, a UCF student sent
threatening e-mail to another UCF
studef!t.
• A UCF temporary handicap hang
tag, #VLW78N, wa~ stolen from a
silver Audi on Oct. 20.

Incidents Reported:
• On Oct. 23, someone pulled the
fire alarm at Seminole Hall. A search
ofthe buildingrevealedafalse alarm.

• A wallet was stolen from a book
bag at the sand volleyball courts on
Oct. 19.

•Someone keyed a car parked in the

-compiled by Michelle Abram

Now with th ree trains uii11 •.
Am trak'" makes Florida. the C,;rol111.1and the Northeast more reachable tt1rl 11 ,.,,.,"
Connecting se rvi ce also links Cn;;1l r" 1i. •
Fort Myers. Daytona Beac h anrl KPv VJ • ·~ 1

Save an additional 15% with the
Student Advantage® card.
·Fares shown are for
coach travel each way
based on round trip
ticket purchase.There
is an additional charge
for first class or other
accommodations. Seats
are limited at these fares
and fares are based on
availability. Fares and
schedules are subject to
change without notice.
Other restrictions may apply.

Call your travel agent.
visit your local Amtrak stati on nr 1:. i1

,

"'fBM

1-800-USA-RAIL

rjl~,,t~ · ·{flooN!AN

PLEoMClNT

•

1rr1 GETTING
GOOD GRADESr-AID A
1

"'

••

liRE-AT RESUME. "
"I'm still just a sophomore, but when I
graduate I'm going to have more than a
degree. Thanks to UPS I'm going to hav~
a great looking resume. too. •

•

•
•

•

•

•

The program includes:
Hors D'oeuvers Reception
Five Course Meal
Etiquette Training by-Gayle Beaty
Ballroom Dance Instruction
Semi-formal attire required
Black tie optional
Seating is limited, R.S.V.P. by November 1,
1996 in the Student C~nter Room 198 or call

823-6471
$15 Students, $47 Non-Students

•

" Portune magazine rated UPS one
ol the 'most admired' corporations in
America. And I work there. I make
almost $10,000 a year for working about
4 hours a day. I'm even being considered for a promotion. Wouldn't that
look great on my resume: 'Part-time
Supervisor, UPS.' I get my choice of
working mornings, afternoons, or
nights. I chose to work in Operations.
Some students are in Accounting .
Industrial Engineering, l.S. and Customer Service
"It's tough to graduate at the head of
the class. But if you want to graduate
ahead in the job market. 1ust have UPS
at the top of your resume."

Consultants For Effective Leadership
present the
6th Annual Etiquette Dinner
at the Pavilion
on Lake Fairview in North Orlando
Friday, November 15, 1996 at 6:30

Applicants are being considered
for your local UPS office. For
interviews or more information about
UPS, see your school's career
development or job placement
center. UPS is an equal opportunity
employer.

MIF/DN

r==w3

WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

~ UPS-DELIVERS EDUCATION
FOR JOB OPPORTUNITY CALL
TOLL FREE 1-888-877-2874

I
I

I

I
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Letters
From
.Reade.rs
""-~~~~~~~;;..._~~~~~......I

F
•

'

Dear CFF,
In the October 24 issue of The
Central Florida Future, contributing columnist Stephen Unger took a little too
much liberty with his view of science,
especially when referring to issues of evolution and faith. He wrote: "Evolution has
been debated since Charles Darwin published his book 'On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection' in
1859. Beware you worshippers, because
within the next decade evidence of evolution will step in front of the necessity
of religion ... Time is ticking away for

~

.f
t
~

~

i
"~

~~
~

i

Electi·on '96·. It's e·ther
me o·r the old guy
1

thesemythsandstoriestoldaboutthecreation of the human race by a higher r.
power. Because of scienc€ and technoluc
.
~
fr ' h d
. .
.
.
vveareJUSt1ouryears omt e awn
ogy, our species is advancing from reli- '.
.
·
d· t
.
b
h
. .
of a new century. It is a time of tremendous
g10n an m o 1earnrng a out t e rea11st1c
..
.
,,
hope, exciting chahge and enormous poss1d
ld
wor aroun us.
b" .
.
First things first, Darwin himself
1hty. We are moving into the information age
maintained his belief in God even after and a global economy. I believe that the outcome of this fall's election will determine how goals with a strategy rooted in the most prohis famous journey to the Galapagos and
we prepare for the future -- whether we have foundly American values: offering opportuother interesting places. Many scientists
the courage to build a bridge to the 21st cen- nity to all, demanding responsibility from all,
are religious even though they are fortury and seize all the opportunities of a new and coming together as a community, across
mally trained to be objective. The reason
economic age.
the lines that too often divide us. That is
for this is that although the existence of
we· must work together and build America's basic bargain: it is how we have
God cannot be measured and therefore
that bridge, to meet America's major chal- come this far, and it is how we will move forproven, His existence cannot be disproved
lenges and protect our values; to help parents ward into the 21st century.
.
either. There is no valid scientific jourraise their children; to help young people and
When
I
took
office,
the
economy
nal article anywhere on Earth that can
adults get the education and training they was drifting. The deficit was skyrocketing,
credibly claim that God does not exist.
need; to make our streets safer; to help Ameri- unemployment was high, and job growth was
How could divine absence be objectively
cans succeed at home and at work; to break essentially flat. We put into place an economic
quantified? Evolution does not discredit
the cycle of poverty and dependence; to pro- plan to reduce the deficit, creating more opthe notion of creation, it only adds to its
tect our environment for generations to come; portunity, and get our country moving
'
again.
complexity. Deists such as Thomas
and to maintain our world leadership for the
Four
years
later,
the
economy
is .on
Jefferson believed that God created the
sake of peace and freedom .
the right track. The deficit is down by 60 perEarth much as a watchmaker constructs
I believe that there are three things cent and our growing economy has created
a c1ock. When scientists measure natural
the American people should look at as they 10.5 million new jobs. We have the lowest
phenomena, they are possibly elucidating
decide who can best meet these crucial chal- combined rate of unemployment, inflation and
the mechanisms that keep the clockworks
lenges: the record, the difference between their mortgage since 1968. More small businesses
running smoothly.
choices, and our plans for the future. Voters have been created in the last three years than
I have no problems with someshould begin by taking a look at the record. I in any comparable period in history. We have
one making a philosophical argument to
ran for President with three major goals for increased exports by one-third, creating high
justify their atheism, just don't try to vali· this country: first, to make the American wage jobs and making America the number
date your arguments using science. If God
dream a reality once again for every Ameri- one exporter in the world. America is manudoesn't exist, Mr. Unger, then prove it and
can; second, to ensure that the US remains facturing more cars than Japan for the first
publish your r~sults in a respected jourthe strongest force for peace and freedom in time since the 1970s.
nal. I doubt it can be done. But, if you
the world; and third, to restore our sense of
succeed, I guarantee you a Nobel Prize.
community - the responsibility we have for
Scott Chase
each other and to ourselves.
Psychology/Biology
OLIVIA K CURNOW
We are beginning to meet these
Staff columnist

To ensure that as many Ameri'cans
as possible can succeed in our growing
economy, I am working to increase access to
· college for a11 Americans. In our new
economy, higher education is tbe path to highwage jobs and a brighter future. We have increased the minimum PeJI Grant scholarship
from $2,300 to $2, 700 -- the largest increase
. in 20 years. We established AmeriCorps,
giving young people the opportunity to earn
money for college by serving their communities. To date, AmeriCorps has placed
70,000 volunteers in our schools, hospitals,
neighborhoods and parks all across America
- rebuilding a sense of citizenship and
community, expanding educational opportunity and demanding responsibility.
I believe this is a moment of remarkable promise for otir entire nation. This
election will decide whether or not we make
the most of this opportunity. I believe that
if we continue to follow our most basic values - opportunity, responsibility, community - we can build a strong and sturdy
bridge to a better future, and the 21st century will be another great American century.

They're trying to be MY President?
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Did anyone know that the 1996 Presidential Debates were on a couple weeks ago? Better yet, did anyone care?
I would gaess, no, you didn't really care.
And the reason why you didn't care is because
the debates would not have influenced your
decision anyway. It would have only proven to
be a mud-slinging event between two people
who like to hear themselves talk. A game of
wits, I like to call it. Who can dish the most dirt,
who can come back quicker than a boomerang, and who can not contain themselves from
smirking while the other candidate responds to
a question.
I talked to a few people about the debates
and although most have not been religious about
watching them, a majority of them agreed that
debates should be an opportunity for us to learn
more about the candidates' platform. Instead,
they merely degraded and insulted each other
and each other's statements. My roommate put
it best when she said, 'Tue whole purpose of
debates is to improve your standing, not lessen
thestandingofyourrival."Icouldn'tagreemore.
Those planning on voting in this year's

election have said they will be voting for the
lesser of the two evils. Half of the people I spoke
to said they were not following a certain candidate and they would probably end up voting
for the one they disliked the least. One person
said this is unfortunate because "this isn't an
election of who is better, but who won't be as
bad."
So, what I'm w~ndering is, are there people
out there who really care about the debates? I
watched them this year because this is the first
presidential election I will be voting in.Although
my mind was pretty much already made up, I
wanted to hear what Clinton and Dole had to
say about education, immigration, the budget
and everything else. I couldn't even finish
watching them most of the time. It just really
annoyed me how childish and immature both
candidates were being. I did get a general idea
on both platforms, but their sarcasm was making me sick. I mean, this is the OFFICE OF
THE PRESIDENT that you are running for,
not the king of the playground! So, Pres. Clinton
and Sen. Dole, knock it off with the "I'm better
than you because" tactic. Try something new:
State your ideas. State your opinions. State the
grounds you stand on. And may the best boy,
er, man, win.

•

•

•
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Home of
The Gene McDowell Show
·every Thursday 6-7PM

Redbird feast scheduled for homecoming
by TONY MEJIA
Asst Sports Editor
As much of a learning process as this inaugural venture
through I-A has been, success
against I-A opponents has come in
baby steps. With an 0-6 record
against I-A opponents, UCF will
play their homecoming game against
I-AA Illinois State.. That's a good
sign considering the two lone wins
the Knights have posted this season
have come against I-AA foes.
This is the perfect time to host
the hapless Redbirds (2-6), as the
Golden Knights have a handful of
players on the mend.
Tight end Joey Hubbard, fullback Chris Wrenn, and quarterback
Daunte Culpepper will probably be
out of action this week. However;
it's difficult to keep a restless competitor like Culpepper from sitting
one out.
''Based on what I've seen,

Daunte will not play this week. Right it, then I think I could do it."
A couple of freshmen will
now his shoulder is very sore," said
headcoachGeneMcDowell. ''Then start and see plenty of time in this
again, you know how MR's occur. ballgame as Dan Daniels takes over
If Daunte can play without pain for the injured Hubbard and Page
he'll play and he'll start. If there is . Sessoms fills in for Kendrick Moore
pain involved I'm not going to play and Chris Wrenn.
him at all."
OneofthekeystotheGolden
Enter Jason Thorpe, who was Knights' success for the remainder·
excellent in relief of Culpepper in of the season lies in their turnover
last week's loss at Georgia Tech. margin, where UCF ranks 110th out
Thorpe, who threw for 179 yards of 111 teams. The Knights have
and a touchdown on 20 of 35 pass- often thrown opportunities away,
ing is more than capable of stepping such as Mike Grant's fumble at the
in at the helm of the UCF offense.
goal line in last week's loss.
"I think there are three quar"I always tell my coaches 'If
terbacks who can take the reigns of you stress something, that's what
this team and succeed. I thinkDaunte you are going to get, but we've been
Culpepper is the greatest quarter- stressing turnovers all season. I've
back I've ever seen firsthand. He's never seen anything like it," s~d ·
got tremendous tools," Thorpe re- McDowell.
marked. "I've got to put my confiIllinois State should, bring a
dence·first of all in Christ, and sec- brief reprieve from the never ending
ondly in my coaches, because· pressuresofDivisionI-Adefenses.
they've been around the game a The Redbirds have dropped four
longtimeandiftheythinklcoulddo consecutive games, and their de-

fense has allowed 20 pointS or more
in all but one game this season, a 290 romp over SE Missouri State on
September 14th. The defense is anchored by senior defensive tackle
Eric Johnson, freshman linebacker
Tim Angsten, and senior defensive
backs Deon McDaniel and Duane
Butler.
Offensively,newcoachTodd
Berry has implemented a run and
shoot type offense featuriQg a pair
of wideouts, two slot receivers and
a running back. The run and shoot is
orchestrated by senior Lester Anderson (164-297 1496 yds, 8 TD, 8
INT). Slot receiver Ray Fouchea is
a dangerous kick returner who leads
ISUwith49receptionsfor433yards
and a touchdown. Senior Kenzye
Henderson has also excelled with .
31 receptions for 322 yards and
three touchdown grabs. Tailback
Chris Moore (5''.10, 220 lbs) is a
bruising tailback whose rushed for
544 yards and four touchdowns.

Charlie Pierce will certainly
be one to watch, as he is just seven
points away from eclipsing Franco
Grilla' s mark for career scoring at
UCF. Tedd ·Cleveland is still on the
prowl in search of David Rhodes'
career mark for single season receptions of78, set in 1993. Currently he
is 19 catches behind with three
games remaining and will pass
~odes' '94markforfourthall time
with. four catches. A 10 reception
game would put him past Bernard
Ford's mark of 68 set back in 1? 87.
Of course, the biggest accomplishment will be a win for the Goiaen
Knights, who are starving for a victory.
"We have to be careful not to
get toilo-hum about this ballgame.
We have to win this ball game to
keep our sanity," declared
McDowell.
Homecoming is a crazy
enough time as it is, coach.

•
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Linebacker Nakia Reddick leaving his mark on UCF football
by BROOK BENNETT
Staff writer

Senior linebacker Nakia
Reddick is 27 tackles away
from becoming the third time
all-tackler at UCF. While he is
balancing the responsibilities
of football and school, he is
also tackling the trials and challenges
of
fatherhood.
This is Reddick's last season in college football and last
' year as a student. While most
seniors are concentrating on a
single future, Reddick is focusing on two futures; his own
and his four-year-old son,
Devonte's .
Although Devonte'
lives in Gainesville with
Reddick' s mother, Reddick
plays a major role in raising
his son.
"It's kind of hard to
see
him
as much as I want to
.)
during football season, but I

i)

spend as much time with him Reddick has 321 tackles and
I can ," Reddick said.
needs a total of 348 to capture
Reddick is already third place in UCF career tackpreparing his son for his future les.
in football and says it's
Reddick led the team
Devonte's favorite game. He in tackles in 1995 and 1993
goes to all of his daddy ' s home and has three interceptions,
games,
and
made
his one 58-yard return that landed
lockerroom debut this season. 6 on the board . He also has
Reddick is an educa- playing time on every special
tion major and hopes to come team.
back to coach at ·ucF in a
"Nakia is definitely a
couple of years. If not, he wants key player, " said linebacker
to coach high school football , coach Brian VanGorder. ·'He
but he ' s optimistic about re- has a lot of influence on the
turning to the Golden Knights . team, even though he's not as
"If I continue to do my vocal as some of the other playbest, I think I have a good shot ers. His ability to make the
at it," Reddick said. " I'm al- plays makes him a great leader
ready talking to son:ie of the ... on the team, and he sets a good
coaches about it."
example for the other players."
Even if Reddick does
not return to coach for UCF,
Hopef_ully his leadership
there's a very good chance his qualities will take him into
mark will be left on UCF' s foot- more seasons with the Knights,
ball history in another way. and in turn lead the Knights
With. three games left in his further into their Division I
college football career, successes.
a~

UCF FOOTBALL 1996

er

8/29 WILLIAM & MARY
9/7 @ South Carolina
• 9/14 @New Mexico
9/21 @Ball State
9/28 @ East Carolina
10/ 5 OPEN
10/12 SAMFORD
10/19 NE LOUISIANA
10/26 @ Georgia Tech
9
11/2 ILLINOIS STATE
(Homecoming)
• 11/ 9 @DA-Birmingham
11/16 BOWLING GREEN

·L 33 -14
L 17 - 7
L 31- 10
L 28-7
W38-6
L 39- 38
L 27- 20
·4pm
2pm
4pm

&IC!&IN~. IT --

0

)

w 39-33

photo/SOILEAU

Linebacker Nakia Reddick needs 27 tackles to rank third all
time in career tackles at UCF

SUNSHIN.E
NETWORK·
AND·
THE UCF
KN·I GHTS
PLAY YOUR
GAME.·
::J

'

'_RADIO.·

·. *
Senior placekicker Charlie Pierce is just seven points shy of
becoming UCF's all-time leading scorer. Franco Grilla
(1989-92) holds the mark with 285.

Hear the games live on our flagship station 540 The Team,
with select games on 740 WIN~ and 1520 WTLN. Join Marc Daniels
and former NFL star Gary Parris for every play, with sideline reports
by Jerry O'Neil. Thursday at 6pm it's "UCF On The Line" with
Gene McDowell and Marc Daniels on 540 The Team.

'

. 11850 University Blvd.
Orlando, Florida 32.817 .
407 -3 80-6000
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*Offering Residenial Suites for the Finest in_C9llegiate Lifestyles
'
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WORDMASTERS
Language Specialists: flexible
*EARN EXTRA INCOME*
STUDENT PAPER SPECIALschedule, nearby location, $7/hour.
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing
ISTS. SINCE 1986, NEAR
We are looking for Korean,
phone cards. For information send a
CAMPUS 277-9600
Chinese, Japanese, Taiwanese,
self-addressed stamped envelope to:
Couch 2 pc sectional beige $150
Join us for victory in '96! UCF
Vietnamese, Indian, and other
Inc., P.O. Box 0887, Miami, FL
Double matress & box $120, 2
College Democrats Meetings
Asian
people with basic computer
33164
End
tables
$50
OBO
682-7556
Monday @ 5 pm Student Center,
skills to work short-term (60-90
nn. 214 more info: Sean 306-0167
Wanted 96 people! To lose
days) international marketing
Cannen: 823-0526
weight
or earn money. We help
project. Call 679-5455 ext.11I7,
UCF demos @ aol.com
you
lose
weight and keep it off.
leave a message.
Call:
380-2549
88 Mazda B2200 P-up (white)
Earn
MONEY
and
FREE
UCF Newman Club
performance tires,directional rims
SPRING BREAK TRIPS!!
Catholic Campus Ministry
tint, bra, alarm, rail sys. bed cover
Come Visit Reefer City
CALL
1-800-327-6013 or http://
Mass on campus Sundays 8 pm
cold A/C, great cpnd. x-tras, must
WWW.REEFERCITY.COM
www .icpt.com
PH 115 for more info: 281-4438
see. $5500 Chris 896-3402/399BELLY DANCING LESSONS
-Laser print$ I .50/pg 359-9370
4307
Exercise your entire body while
CAMPUS CRUSADE
learning an art of an ancient world. r - - - - - - - -,------1
Flower Girls Wanted
FOR CHRIST
MEMORY 72-pin 4 MEG $28,
I need a coup!e enrgetic, outgoing Retone your body, acquire mental
EVERY TUES. & WED.
Students needed in this area to stuff our
discipline
and
have
fun
.Call
8 MEG $49, 16 MEG $95, 30i!"ldividuals
to
sell
flowers
in
nice
marketing company's circulars. For free
NOONSC214
WMED, Inc. 380-2706
pin 4x9 $28. Direct from Mfg.
details and application, send selfsports bars and nightclubs. Call
address stamped envelope to:
TOLL FREE (800)318-0254
Kendra
at
(407)359-1749
Generations Marketing Inc.

For Sale

Club Info

Autos

'

•

P.O. Box 13486Atlanta GA30324

MIF NON SMOKER WANTED.
WID, 212 APT 260 & 112 um. 2
MIN FROM UCF. CALL FRANK
273-4677

,.

1982 Honda Accord 2 door
Maroon 5 speed cold ale 140 K
miles. mint cond. Many new
parts. Ask for Matt 384-7861 or
leave message $2100 OBO

Child care needed-My home
Winter Park 3 week nights and
every other weekend. Must have
reliable transportation. Call Karen
(W) 843-9900 (H) 679-9710

r····c<1<11:····1
:

TRIMMINGS ETC. PRESENTS A COLORFUL
SELECTION OF PONYTAIL RUFFLES
Part-time bookkeeper for
I
(SCRUNCHIES) AND COMB RUFFLES. TWO
HELP WANTED: Earn up to $500 downtown real estate developer,
FREE PONY TA
12hrs per week. Will train, start
I
IL RUFFLE WITH ANY PUR. b th
h · /dr
per week assembling products at
L arge 2 bdrm 1 a was er yer
immediately. contactJenIJ,ifer@ I
CHASE. PRESENT COUPON AT CHECK OUT
Quiet adj UCF $4 mo.
_
home. No experience. INFO 1-50475
830 9966
841-5093
I
COUNTER. ONE PER CUSTOMER. EXPIRES
646-1700 DEPT. FL-307
r---A~~-R~~~~~~~~~~~~~l--~~~~~~__JI
NOVEMBER8TH. .
pt ior ent, 2bdrm/2bath
CIIlLDCARE
GREAT INCOME POTENTIAL I L0UH { D I N G n
.n .h
2 min by UCF, Sep kitch/ Lvg rm
Responsible, caring, downtown
While still in school work with
l
I · .i: I {
~---------JI

t

,

f

Avail. Nov. 1, 12128 Mendel Dr
BrynYee281-3722/526-5157pgr

area, refreq'd. Flexible hours
895-6636

the fastest growing company PT/
FTCall381-1872

. . __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___J, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_ _ __ j _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

•

·ucF

•384-8888

ca'' ' .•

Card
at .

1
I
Domino's! I
I
Domino's

•

Accepts

llE

:

LAROE

Now!

Double Deal!

pating stores only. Not valid alpartlci·
with any
olhar otter. Pnces may vary. Customer
a s sales lax where applicable
fkrivery. areas hm1ted to ensure safe

:
1
I
I
I
I
I

s20.oo

·t

2 LAROE

1

. PIZZA.
With 3-Toppings

1
PIZZAS
I With 2-Toppings

Offer Expires Nov. 11, 1996

:

TH[N

I ·

I

B~ ON~

MAK~ TH~M

J[ALOUS!

Offer Expires Nov. 11 , 1996

~--··-~.

Do you wh:h you had tnote ~prmdihg tnohey'?
TH~N HAV~ S!OM[ ($~/HOUR)

1-fo.w'?
BY CALLING IRUJ AT M[MORI~ UNUMJT[D
She's looking for
dependable, energetic, outgoing individuals
to work part-time as
referees, game facilitators, and activity.leaders.

______
__' _____ _
'
L

I

, .

O.•-o.erpizza.
•
pating stores only. Nol Validatpartlci··
vafid "'th any
otherotter. Poces may vary Customer
pays sales tax where applicable
Delrv. ery an!as hm1ted to ensure sale

•

s2000

•

I

12213 University Boulevard

What A Deal!

~
I ~.~

I

Ate you alway~ iealou~ of yout ftiehd~
with cool ~att-titne iob~'?

r-------.-------,
: $1099 : $1599 :

Use Your
UCF Meal :

I .
I
I
I
I

_J • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

. T~~N

(..I . ~~~~
Wfof bot...
·•d wo•

I ~.O N. 0-h.U NG.I; - WI NH.h P.U.h.U NUT TO
IP.U.h.U 11 ffiOVI{ rnI.UH.h .UT L{{ .hD. '- 17-Q2

:

· Do you alway~ yell at the tefotee
wheh you' te watchihg ~~!1tt~'?

CF SURVIVAL KIT
Serving

.

~

_..I

~~~~~- I

'

.. •
·

~~~~~-

TCiisSi]itdAd~trliSiiiiFO~m:~:~:1:.!::;~~~:,::,--~~~C~rn:- ~:":--1I
•I

I
I
I ~ _____________________________

_for Sale
_Singles

_Senim
_Tutors

_Autos
_Roommates

_Club Info
Helri Wanted

-

_Last &Fow1d
01her

_Cash . _Check Amounl $
_ _
I w?uld hke the ad to ~n lhc: following dates. (The f'11111re pubtishes Tues. and Thurs
~I
dunng the Fall and Spnng Semesters. Deadline: 4 days poor)
___________________________ '- _ _ RATES:$ I per !me for UCF students, faculty, staff and alumni. $3 per line for all others.
I
Each character in astring ofBoldface or Capital letters count a.~ 2 characters. PREPAY·
I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - MENT ONLY. NO REFUNDS. Mail fonn and payment to The Central Florida Future,
11875 High Tech Ave., Suite 250, Orlando, FL 32817 Attn: Classifieds, or fax fonn and
I
I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~~PY of ~hcc~ to (407)823-9495. Ads may also may he placed in person in our offices.
I ______________________________ located mUniversity Oaks behind the UC7 Plaza. next to Holiday Inn.
I
For more info. call (407) 823-8054.

1-----------------------------l: ______ ------ ___ ------ _-- _

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

~~·~~~ ~d~~e~e~~d~=- __ - - - - - - - - - - _ J

1-800-COLLECT®
SAVE THE PEOPLE YOU CALL UP TO

44°/o
(
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The Exorcist

Staff writer

Linda Blair may be forgotten but this early William
Friedkin chiIIer is not. A classic today, l 973's The Exorcist is
about a young girl's Satanic possession. Don't eat your bag of
candy while watching this slimefest. Blair does her own headspinning, somersaults, throwing-up, and cursing. Add a really
scary script and direction, and you'll be chanting exorcisms
with your local priests. This one was fol lowed ,unfortunately,
by an inferior sequel in 1978. George C. Scott starred in a
second sequel five years ago that managed lo salvage some of
the respect from Friedkin's firstborn.
Of course, if none of these work for you, there is a
plethora of tried and true standards to fall back on. My
favorites include Todd Browning' sDracula (withBelaLugosi),
· Bride ofFrankenstein (widely considered to be the best horror
filmevermade).AlfredHitchcock'sPsycho,JohnCarpenter's

Well boys and girls, 'tis the season of the
witch once again. If you 're not out trick or treating,
• you might consider one of my favorite Halloween
pastimes-renting horror movies.
That's right fright fans, your local video store can be
f a dungeon of terror, filled with shrieks and scares for lovers of

the macabre. Now if your idea of a good horror flick is some
made-for-video slice and dice fest, read no further, this
• column is not for you. But if you have a craving for a classic
piece of film history, here are a few suggestions on how to kill
another All Saints evening.

Carnival of Souls
This 1962 black and white chiller is a masterpiece of
tone and atmosphere. Not so much scary as eerie, this story of
a woman who escapes death in a car crash is mesmerizing with
• a hypnotic score and beautiful cinematography.

Halloween, WesCraven'soriginalANightmareonElmStreet
and Clive Barker's original Hellraiser. Happy haunting!

Horror of Dracula
Forget Bram Stoker's Dracula, Hammer films did it
better in 1958 with Christopher Lee as the Count. The gore,
while tame by today's standards, was shocking at the time, but
the scares live on in this benchmark of the Hammer legacy.

Suspira

Halloween's Michael Myers

courtHw/Dl•ENSION

... _

and is not for children or the squeamish. It's a very disturbing
film, but if that is your cup of tea" you won't want to miss it.
A true work of art.
·

Italian terror god, Dario Argento, whose work has
The Shining
influenced every American-British horror director from George
Celluloid master Stanley Kubrick injected his strange
Romero to Clive Barker, shows us his version of the stalk n' and wonderful vision to King's bestseller and walked away
slash film. Known as the "Opera of Violence", Argento' s style with a horror classic. 1980 was a scary year, not only for film
has an art house feel that has never been duplicated. Since' fans, but for the Torrance family as well. Jack Nicholson acts
there are numerous versions of this 1977 classic on the home up a storm as a father-turned-crazy ax-wieldingmaµiac whose
video market, make sure you get the original, uncut copy.
soul gets caught up in some spooky cobwebs of the Overlook
Hotel, a sinister lodge on an isolated cliff of the Colorado
Santa Sangre
Rockies. Don't be fooled. Kubrick shot this one in Britain.
Dir~ctor Alejandro JodorowsJcy's 1990 film was
called "one of the year's best" by Roger Ebert, and deservedly Haunted house-genre lovers will be terrified by the blood in
so. This poignant story follows a young circus performer and the elevator, the two little girls hacked up in the hallway, and
his tragic relationships as he grows to be a man. Tragedy turns the old hag in the bathtub who attempts to seduce Jack. Still the
to horror in a series of nightmarish images that will haunt you best adaptation of a King novel, closely followed by feilow
for days. Santa Sang re is rated NC-17 for extreme violence frighteners The pead 'Zone, Misery, and Christine.
Children of the Corn IV

courtesw/DlllENSION

Opening Friday Nov. 1:
Dear God, Larger Than Life, Rendezvous in Paris,
William Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet

"Growing up in 'traditional religions: we got too much tradition
and not enough religion:·

"But as parents, we still wanted to expose our kids to the important
ideas and values behind all that doctrine and dogma."
"In Unitarian Universalism, we found a way to raise our children
spiritually without confining their spirituality."

"They're part of a community that respects ideas. vallles diversity.
and encourages curiosity."
"We figure if they grow up learning to ask the right questions,
they'll find the answers for themselves:·

*ON SALE & AVAILABLE AT ALL 3 ORLANDO PEACHES LOCATIONS
Also register at any 3 Orlando area Peaches stores to
win a pair of tickets to see Stabbing Westward at lJCF!

THE UNITARIAN UNIVERSALISTS

For more information, call 695-8156

Absolutely,

YES ! ! !

""' Thanks to modern technological advances, many of our patients are
amazed at how easy it is to improve their smile in as few as 4 short
appoin~ents! That means less time away from your busy schedule.
Mild crowding problems experienced in later years are now
corrected with limited "cosmetic" appliances that are barely noticeable
and space age archwires that self-activate when exposed to warm
environments. Call us today at 359-1960, for a no obligation, FREE

{.

consultation and see how easy it is to improve your smile. After all
what better way can there be to make a great impression than with a
bright, new beautiful smile, in as little as 6 months.

FREE
I CONSULTATION I

:

and $185 off

:

L-'ii!li.YfE LQ.._ .J
(

4250 Alafaya Trail, Suite 180

v

cALL p.J()\IJ 359-1960

next to Publix at McCulloch Rd.

(
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EVERYONE WILL GIVE YOU
THEIR TWO CENTS -WORTH, BUT WILL
THAT BE ENOUGH TO RETIRE ·ON?
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oday there seems to be an investment expert or
T
financial advisor almost everywhere you turn. But
just how qualified are all these experts?
Peace of mind about your .future comes fro~ solid
planning. Froin investments and services designed and
managed with your needs ~nd retirement security
specifically in mind. The kind of investments and services
TIAA-CREF has been providing for more than 75 years.

And we're nonprofit, so our expense charges are
among the lowest in the insurance and mutual fund
industries. 0 That means more of your money is where it
should be - working for you.
TIAA-CREF is now the largest private pension .
' system in the world, based on assets under management
- managing more than $150 billion in assets for more
than one and a half million people throughout the nation.
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WE'LL HELP YOU BUILD
A REWARDING RETIREMENT.
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Our counselors are trained ret:irement professionals
who have only you and your future in mind. So you're
treated as the unique person you are, with special needs
and concerns about retirement. And that makes for an
understanding, comfortable relationship .
With TIAA-CREF, you have pteniy of choice and
flexibility in building your retirement nest-egg - from
TIAA's guaranteed traditional annuity to the investment
opportunities of CREF's seven variable annuity accounts.

TIAA-CREF:

THE CHOICETHA.T MAKES SENSE.
'
It's tough to waqe through all the "advice" to find a
reliable pension plan provider. ~ut as a member of the
education ,and research community, your best choice is
simple: Tli\A-CREF. Because when it comes to helping
you prepare for retirement, our annuities will add up to
more than spare change.
For more information about how TIAA-CREF can
help you prepare for the future, call our Enrollment
Hotline at I 800 842-2888.

Now playing for a limited
engagement at the

ORLANDO SCIENCE CENTER
Part of the
Cosmic Concert Serles

SHOW SCHEDULE

Fri. & Sat• .

The Beatles in 3-D
Laser Metallica In 3-D
Laser Flashback in 3-D
Laser Floyd
Shines on in 3-D

9:00 p.m.
10:00 p.m.
11:00 p.m.
12:00 Mid.

Mention UCF's Club Corner
and receive $1.00 off
with student /_D.
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Ensuring the future
for those who shape it. s1.1
0

Standard & Poor's Insurance Rating Analysis, 1995; Lipper Analytical ServiaJ, Inc., Lipper-Directors' Analytical Data, 1995 (Qparterly).

CREF urtificatu are JiJ/rihutttl by TIM-CREF lntliviJ11al d lnJ1il11lional Sttvicu.

Dlrectlon1 to the Orlando Science Center:
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Halloween horror invades Universal .
by STEPHEN UNGER
Staff writer

•

•
•

•

•

'

It's a nice evening in Orlando. The moon light is
revealing some of the concealed clouds, streaking across the
black sky like skid marks. The October nights are not too cold,
nor too warm for a pleasant walk through the mist blanketing
the streets of Universal Studios. Within the mist, there are
lively creatures and zombies adding death to the park.
If trick or treating seems too childish, and giving out
candy seems too adultish, just gather a bunch of friends and
head over to Halloween Horror Ni.ghts at Universal Studios.
Here you can find an array of different monsters wandering
every block. Three spooky studios await your presence, while
most of Universal's attractions are fully operational.
There are plenty of monsters trying to sneak up on
you, while the entire park is nicely transformed into a gigantic
haunted house.

After losing some hair, don' tmiss the parade, complimentary of the Crypt Keeper himself. The parade participants throw jewels and candy to those who gaze on.
Finally, there are shows running at certain times
during the evening. Bill and Ted's Excellent Halloween
Adventure stars a number of television shov.· look-alikes.
And Beetlejuice puts on a rock concert with all his dead
friends.
If your tired and your feet hurt, go to the Hypnotist show near the Back to the Future ride. Like a witch, she
will place a spell on volunteers from the crowd.
Halloween Horror Night is a great place for the
night ·life. Try to go on a week night because it isn't
crowded, and there will be more chances to interact with
the monsters that spook up the park.
Remember to bring your friends, because it will be
a lot more frightening if you wander through the park alone.

The Crypt Keeper is dying to give you a scare at his
studio. This.thrilleris located near Earthquake, and is based on
the HBO television series Tale~ From the Crypt. Candle sticks
hang on the walls, while the paintings seem to stare at your
progress through the hallways. The attraction starts out real
good, but at the end, it leaves you wandering with an empty
scare .
The best haunted house in the park is Toy Hell:
Nightmare in the Scream Factory, which is located across the
street from Kongfrontation. From the moment you step into
the labyrinth-like hallway to the moment you step out into the
safety of the outside, creatures await to pop out and scare you.
This adventure makes you hope the end arrives soon. And
when it does, you wish it hadn't.
The third haunted studio is located behi'nd
Ghostbusters. The New House of Horrors, is a scary adventure
that gets you in the mood for the th~me of the park.
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A COLLEGE TRADITION FOR OVER

15 YEARS

UCF HOMECOMING PARTY
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Best Drinks in Orlando
OFFICIAL WALLY'S MAP
c Campus
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Happy J:Iour 7:30 am - 7:30 pm
Every Day Great Bar & Packaged to Go
Celebrate your 21st Birthday at Wally's

WALLY'S

436

MILLS AVENUE LIQUORS
896-6975

Mills Ave.
wv+~

•

.1001 N. MILLS AVE. ORLANDO, FL
5 blocks north of Colonial Drive
(Hwy. 50) on Hwy. 17-92

•

for information or appointment CALL 841-2151

SERA-TEC BIOLOGICALS
1122 W. Church St., Orlando

Serious·performers get their ,
start at Opryland Productions,
Inc. Our alumni include Lorrie
Morgan, Little Texas, Mary
Elizabeth Mastrantonio and many
more. For 1997 we' re hiring over
500 singers, dancers, actors, specialty
acts, musicians and technical
personnel to join our casts at
Opryland· Themepark in Nashville
and elsewhere.
If you' re passionate and
. talented, get focused and call us.
1996 Audition Date
Orlando, Florida
November 8 1:00-4:00 p.m.
Columbus Center, Studio A
{4625 Middlebrook RdJ

1-800-947-8243
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Orlando Magic try a rew new tricks without the big man
by TIM SPRINGER
Sports editor

The much anticipated blockbuster of the 1996-97 season has
been released on time as promised.
Eastern Conference Battle offers
fans an inside look at the competitive world of the National Basketball Association. This season's
blockbuster is predicted to be more
of a hit than a Kirk Gibson gam'e
winner in the World Series. From
opening tip; to trash-talking in the
paint; to late fourth quarter runs,
Eastern Conference Battle grips
tighter than an addiction. Focusing
on playoff bound squads and intense rivalries along the right coast,
the film is filled with captivating
performances pf All-stars and roleplayers alike-offering viewers a
souvenier that can't be bought next
to the beer stand. Never before has a
casting call produced more stars than
Babyface.
Appearing in no particular
order:
Orlando Magic
Starring: Penny Hardaway,
Horace Grant, Nick Anderson and
Dennis Scott.

Hardaway, whose middle
name happens to be Versatility, leads
this threatening nucleus into the
chase for another Atlantic Division
title. His ability to slash through a
crowded lane and send home an
arena shaking slam combined with
an occasional no-look pass and a
deadly jumper makes him a true goto guy. By his side will be Anderson
and Scott ready to take over when
called upon. Each has the ability to
hit from the perimeter in clutch situations. Scott, known for his 3-point
assassin abilities, wil1 have an opportunity to show he is not the onedemensional player which he has
been labeled, while Anderson,may

Starring: Alonza Mourning,
Tim Hardaway and Pat Riley as
himself.

be called upon a bit more to deliver
the final blow in close games-a job
he held until Hardaway joined the
squad. In the paint will be "The
Work Horace" bumping and banging with the powers of the NBA. As
a power forward Grant is one of the
most respected in the league. This
season will be no different, although
he may see more action at center.
New York Knicks
Starring: Patrick Ewing,
Charles Oakley, La.rryJohnsonand
Allan Houston.

Entering his 12th season as
one of the premiere centers in the
NBA, Patrick Ewing has been
rejuvinated via the Knick's latest
draft and off season aquisitions. His
painful knees have been replaced
with a feel good attitude and an
unsatiated hunger for an NBA title.
The addition of three outstanding
rookie prospects (John WallaceSyracuse, Walter McCarty-Kentucky and Dontae' Jones-Miss. St.)
gives Ewing a reason to believe his
career will end with more than two
Olympic gold medals, 10 All star
appearances, and more than 20,000
points. Alongside Ewing will be
Charles Oakley chasing the same
dream. Both have spent the same
amount of time in the leaj!ue, yet
neither has reached his ultimate goal
of winning a championship. Bµt
two key ingredients have been added
to the chase for a New York title.
Larry Johnson and Allan Houston
add more flavor than Cool Whip.
Johnson, who ·was swapped for
Anthony Mason, wil1 provide offense and very little defense while
Houston brings the Knicks a true
perimeter shooter. It's evident that
scoring will be first and foremost to
the new-look Knicks and the defensive reputation they've carried for
so long will fade like a Ewing
jumper.
Miami Heat

1

Since joining the league in
the 1988-89 season, the Miami Heat
have yet to catch fire. Never having
won a playoff series, Pat Riley's
gang feels confident that things will
bedifferent this year. Center Alonzo
Mourning will continue to remain
the hard-working competitor he's
always been and hopes to carry his
team back into the postseason. Point
gaurd Tim Hardaway has been told
he's lost a step. If that's true you can
believe he's been looking for it all
summer. Hardaway, known for a
deadly crossover and a knuckleball
jumper, has every intention of proving there is more than one point
guard in the state named Hardaw~y.
"I got skillz" is Hardaway's motto,
but it seems the Miami Heat have
more mils than skills. During the
offseason Riley brought new meaning to the phrase "Fire Sale" as he
dumped half of his roster in order to
sign W~shington Bullets forward
Juwan Howard. After finally getting their prize catch, NBA comish
David Stem pulled the plug on the
Heat's calculators and sent them in
for repair. It seems noone checked
the math and salary cap resrtictions
sent Howard back to Washington
where he resigned. Now Juwanless, the Heat will have to regroup.
But with Riley running thing~ you
can believe the Heat will rise.
Atlanta Hawks
Starring: Dikernbe Mutombo

potential. His addition to the Eastern Conference, from Denver, will
allow Mutombo to show Patrick
and Zo who really is the best center
to come out of Georgetown. Add
Mookie "man of steal" Blaylock to
the mix, throw in a true Christian, in
Laettner, and put the ball in the
hands of the common man's man,

Steve Smith, and the recipe is complete. It's evident the Hawks are a
high flying act on the rise, but it may
take more than a Priest named Lauderdale to get them to The Finals.
Indiana Pacers
• To be continued in
AXIS MAGAZINE

Mpolondo Mukamba Jean Jacque
Wamutombo, Mookie Blaylock,
Christian Laettner and Steve Smith.

Newly acquired Mutombo
will be a dominating force on this
Atlanta team. Anybody with a full
name using 19 syllables and three
deep brea_thes deserves top billing.
The native of Zaire will be the master link of a young team . full of

All apologies: I caught Pinstripe Fever, and 'das it
1111aa111r,..1•11•11111111111

Sorry Braves fans.
Let me apologize on beh~lfof
all the baseball fans who openly
rooted for rhe Yankees to win the
World Series.
We meant no disdain or disrespect for your team. On the con~
trary, we recognize the talent level
and superiority the tribesmen of
Chief Nok-a-homa have enjoyed
over the pa$t five years.
But that's it. We're sick of
'em. All that winning by one team
isn't healthy. People get bored, and
they stop watching ball games. Baseball doesn't need that. It needed a
new winner.
That's what it got in the 1996
world champion New York Yankees. And the new story turned out
to be a feel-good story that did wonders for the psyche of a game losing
touch with being "America's pastime".
Just look at this team. The
Yankees, baseball's team of the past
became the team of the present with
some names from the past. This was
the first Series in exactly ten years
for Darryl Strawberry, Dwight

Ken Jackson
Gooden, and Wade Boggs, whose
strongest World Series memory until
now related to Bill Buckner's undersized glove.
Tim~aines, Cecil Fielder, and
Mariano Duncan, who have a.combined 36 years of major league tenure, each won their first rings.
At the other end of the scale,
youngsters like Bernie Williams,
Andy Pettitte, Mariano Rivera, and
Derek Jeter (a lock for American
League Rookie of the Year) anchor
a team that, if holds together, can
easily win the city of New York a
couple more championships.
And great teams are led by
great managers. Joe Torre may not
be a great manager, but he's seen it
all in his time in baseball. Part of that
time was spent as manager
of... suprise! ... the Atlanta Braves in
the early -80s. Stupid Ted Turner.
And it happened in New York,
the city so nice they named it twice.
Hardhat Central, Lunch Pail Square,
"Today we play,

ifwe win,

'das it."

80,000 screaming New Yorkers, and
it isn't even New Year's Eve. Now
don't tell me all that, plus Wade
Bogg~ doing a victory lap around
Yankee Stadium aboard a mounted
police horse, doesn't make you feel
good.
The biggest part of this whole
season is that, on paper, none of
should have happened. The Baltimore Orioles ·and their legion of
homer hitters, were supposed to turn
the Yanks aside. "Who's gonna stop
their home runs ?'1 a colleague asked
me.
But it happened. Then the
Braves should have bludgened them
with their bats and assaulted them
with their arms. Prophecy looked
real when Atlanta returned from the
soggy, New York night with ·a 2-0
lead in the Series.
The Yankeirs weren't supposed to go to Fulton County Stadium, where the Braves left for
demolition winless (they move to
Olympic Stadium next year), and

(

But if you don '·t want to leave
campus, there's plenty going on,
too. Volleyball season's in full ,
swing; expect UCF to take another
win three straight.
But it happened. Game 6 conference title. Soon basketball wi 11
revive again, and watch ~ut, those t
shouldn't have happened.
But it happened. The Braves Running Knights are hungry for
should have won the World ' another shot at the NCAA Big
Dance ... March Madness? I'm not <.
Series ...again.
talking basketball here, this is about
But it didn't happen.
"Good pitching always beats UCF Golden Knight baseball, who
good hitting," the analysts say. Sure, are coming off berths in the NCAA
Braves' starters Smoltz, Glavine, Regional Championships (just a step
and Maddux will take care of that. away from their Big Dance) two of
· But it didn't happen. Some- the past three years.
_(I though ti better stay cons is- <
body forgot t.o tell them about the
Yankees' relievers Rivera, David tent with the local sports coverage
Weathers, Graeme Lloyd, and John and mention UCF at the very, very
end of the column, and of course, no
t
Wetteland.
That's why they play the more than a paragraph... )
games. Paper means little.
So the baseball season is finSAY WHAT? This has noth- "
ished; what's a sports fan to do? ing at all to do with sports. Did
Well, football's in full swing, if you anybody realize that tuition for early
aren't qored with it already. The registration is due December 6?
\
Orlando Magic kick off real soon, "Sorry, littleTomrny,youcan'thave
too. Don't forget about the power- a Christmas this year, I have to go to
house of IHL hockey, the Orlando school..." For Pete's sake, you adSolar Bears. Ijustlovethechanging ministrative bungheads, have a heart l
and use it.
of the seasons.

